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METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING AND TARGETING AUTONOMIC BRAIN REGIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority under 35 USC § 119(e) to U.S. Patent

Application No. 61/039,671, which was filed March 26, 2008, and is entitled "Methods for

Identifying and Targeting Autonomic Brain Regions," which is incorporated by reference

herein in its entirety.

FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to methods of identifying and targeting

autonomic and autonomic-related brain regions using a targeting agent, such as an agonist

and/or an antagonist of a receptor expressed by the targeted brain region and/or areas

surrounding the targeted brain region.

BACKGROUND

[0003] One common technique to target brain regions, e.g., neural structures, that are part of

the central nervous system (CNS) and are functionally connected with the autonomic nervous

system (ANS) and that have no unique or clearly identified direct correlation with human

senses (i.e., vision, hearing, touch, smell, and taste) is via anatomical references. These

anatomical references are derived via population studies and the anatomical location in a

particular patient may be identified using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and comparing

the MRI anatomical image with the above-mentioned anatomical references derived via

population studies.

[0004] In the only human case using deep-brain stimulation (DBS) targeting hypothalamic

structures that are related to the energy homeostasis system and specifically the ventromedial

hypothalamic nucleus (VMH), the target (i.e., the VMH) location was estimated using a

computed tomographic scan (CT scan) which is similar to an MRI. The scan provided

anatomical information to be used as a reference. After the electrode was at the estimated

target, the electrode position was confirmed by asking the patient if he felt less hunger (i.e.

subjective data).

[0005] Provided herein are methods of identifying and targeting autonomic and autonomic-

related brain regions.



SUMMARY

[0006] In one embodiment, a method of identifying a brain region in a patient comprises

administering to the patient an effective amount of a targeting agent that activates or inhibits a

brain region and imaging the brain region, wherein the brain region is selected from the group

consisting of the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus, the perifornical region, the lateral

hypothalamic area, the dorsomedial hypothalamic nucleus, the arcuate nucleus, and the

paraventricular nucleus. In one embodiment, the brain region is the ventromedial hypothalamic

nucleus. n another embodiment, the brain region is a sub-set of the ventromedial

hypothalamic nucleus.

[0007] hi another embodiment, the sub-set of the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus is the

dorsomedial portion. The target receptor of the target brain region may be selected from the

group consisting of a delta-opioid receptor, a cannabinoid receptor 1 (CBl), a corticotropin-

releasing factor receptor 2 (CRF-R2), a kappa-opioid receptor, a G-protein receptor 6 1

(GPR61), a G-protein receptor 26 (GPR26), a glucocorticoid-induced receptor (GIR), Leptin

receptor. In another embodiment, the activity of the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus is

indirectly inhibited by administering a targeting agent such as glucose to the patient. In another

embodiment, the receptor is the CBl receptor and wherein the agonist is WIN 55212-2. hi a

further embodiment, the substance that indirectly modulates the ventromedial hypothalamic

nucleus is glucose hi one embodiment, glucose is administered orally.

[0008] In other embodiments, the imaging step is performed using at least one functional

imaging technique and/or at least one anatomical imaging technique. In one embodiment, the

functional imaging is either functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) or positron emission

tomography (PET). In another embodiment, the imaging is analyzed using Temporal Cluster

Analysis (CTA). In one embodiment, the anatomical imaging is either magnetic resonance

(MRI) or computer-tomography scan (CT scan).

[0009] In some embodiments, a method described herein comprises a last step of fine-tuning

the identification of the brain region. For example, the step of fine-tuning may comprise

monitoring at least one of oxygen consumption, energy expenditure, carbon dioxide production

or respiratory quotient.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] FIG. 1 shows the relationship between hypothalamic nuclei and other brain regions.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[001 1] Correctly identifying and targeting particular brain regions during neurosurgical

procedures is useful for successful medical intervention. The present disclosure provides for

methods of identifying of brain regions using targeting agents for brain regions, and imaging

the brain region.

[0012] In certain embodiments, the disclosure provides methods of identifying deep brain

regions that are the target in deep-brain stimulation (DBS). In some embodiments, the deep

brain regions are hypothalamic regions with a known population of particular neurons which

possess specific cellular receptors. Furthermore, the disclosure addresses the identification of

hypothalamic regions involved in the energy homeostasis system. These regions may include

sub-sets of the VMH, such as the dorsomedial portion of the VMH and the ventrolateral portion

of the VMH, functional portions of the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus (VMH), the

perifornical region (Pe), the lateral hypothalamic area (LHA), the dorsomedial hypothalamic

nucleus (DMH), the arcuate nucleus (ARC), and the paraventricular nucleus (PVN). These

may be identified by a targeting agent. For example, they may be activated by one or more

agonists and/or inhibited by one or more antagonists, many of which have a direct or indirect

effect on energy expenditure, food consumption, glucose uptake in peripheral tissue, lipolysis,

and other related functions of the energy homeostasis system, are identified and targeted.

[0013] An ordinarily skilled artisan will recognize that instead of using data obtained in a

population study, the methods described herein may rely on data obtained before the surgery

from each individual patient to fine-tune identification of the desired neural region(s) or

structure(s), and confirm the placement of the electrode during the surgical procedure (intra-

operatively) using both objective (e.g., EE, VCO2, VO2) and subjective (e.g., ask the patient to

report on unpleasant sensations such as dizziness) measurements.

/ . Identifying Brain Regions

[0014] The methods and apparatuses described herein identify brain regions by administering

an effective amount of at least one first targeting agent that binds a target in a first brain region,

and imaging the first brain region to create a first brain image. The target can be, for example,

a receptor that are located on in the brain region. Since many brain regions contain the same

receptors, one way to identify a particular brain region is by target receptors, or combination of

receptors, located thereon. For example, a method as described herein can result in the direct or

indirect stimulation or inhibition of the cells in the targeted brain region such that the brain



region may be identified through at least one well-known functional imaging technique (e.g.,

fMRI, PET), and optionally, at least one well-known anatomical imaging technique (e.g., MRI,

CT scan). Direct stimulation or inhibition can be done via at least one targeting agent, such as

an agonist or antagonist, respectively. Indirect stimulation or inhibition can be achieved using

a secondary substance such that the activity in the targeted brain region changes (i.e.,

stimulating or inhibiting the cells in the brain region); one of such examples would be ingesting

glucose, which will, in a delayed manner, indirectly inhibit the activity in the VMH.

[0015] The term "targeting agent" refers to molecule or compound that binds a target in a

target brain region. Suitable targets can include receptors at the brain region. Targeting agents

include, but are not limited to, an agonist or an antagonist of a cellular receptor found in a

particular brain region and/or a substance that may indirectly activate or inhibit a particular

brain region. Targeting agents can target any target known in the art and can include any

number of compounds known in the art (see, e.g., non-limiting examples provided in Tables 1-

3 herein). In various embodiments, glucose may be a targeting agent.

[0016] An "effective amount" refers to the amount of a compound that, when administered to a

subject, binds to a target in sufficient quantity to be detected by an imaging technique. The

effective amount may vary depending, for example, on the compound, brain region, the age,

weight, and/or health of the subject, and the judgment of the person administering the

compound. An appropriate amount in any given instance may be ascertained by those skilled

in the art or capable of determination by routine experimentation.

[0017] As described herein, in certain situations, the targeting agent specifically binds to a

particular biological target, such as a particular receptor of a targeted brain region. The

methods described herein are not limited to any particular targeting agent, and a variety of

targeting agents can be used. The targeting agents can be, for example, various specific ligands,

such as antibodies, monoclonal antibodies and their fragments, folate, mannose, galactose and

other mono-, di-, and oligosaccharides, and RGD peptide.

[0018] Other examples of such targeting agents include, but are not limited to, nucleic acids

(e.g., RNA and DNA), polypeptides (e.g., receptor ligands, signal peptides, avidin, Protein A,

and antigen binding proteins), polysaccharides (e.g. glucose), biotin, hydrophobic groups,

hydrophilic groups, drugs, and any organic molecules that bind to receptors. When two or more

targeting agents are used, the targeting agents can be similar or dissimilar. Utilization of more



than one targeting agent can allow the targeting of multiple biological targets or can increase

the affinity for a particular target.

[001 9] In some instances, the targeting agents are antigen binding proteins or antibodies or

binding portions thereof. Antibodies can be generated to allow for the specific targeting of

receptors of a particular brain region. Such antibodies include, but are not limited to, polyclonal

antibodies; monoclonal antibodies or antigen binding fragments thereof; modified antibodies

such as chimeric antibodies, reshaped antibodies, humanized antibodies, or fragments thereof

(e.g., Fv, Fab', Fab, F(ab')2); or biosynthetic antibodies, e.g., single chain antibodies, single

domain antibodies (DAB), Fvs, or single chain Fvs (scFv). Methods of making and using

polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies are well known in the art, e.g., in Harlow et al, Using

Antibodies: A Laboratory Manual: Portable Protocol I. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

(December 1, 1998). Methods for making modified antibodies and antibody fragments (e.g.,

chimeric antibodies, reshaped antibodies, humanized antibodies, or fragments thereof, e.g.,

Fab', Fab, F(ab')2 fragments); or biosynthetic antibodies (e.g., single chain antibodies, single

domain antibodies (DABs), Fv, single chain Fv (scFv), and the like), are known in the art and

can be found, e.g. , in Zola, Monoclonal Antibodies: Preparation and Use of Monoclonal

Antibodies and Engineered Antibody Derivatives, Springer Verlag (December 15, 2000; 1st

edition). In some instances, the targeting agents include a signal peptide. These peptides can be

chemically synthesized or cloned, expressed and purified using known techniques. Signal

peptides can be used to target brain regions as described herein.

[0020] hi order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio when the target area or region is being

stimulated, the activity in areas surrounding the target area may be inhibited. Conversely, in

order to increase signal-to-noise ratio when the target area is being inhibited, the activity in

areas surrounding the target area could be stimulated. Stimulation and inhibition of any area

can be done by using the appropriate targeting agents .

[0021] Several imaging trials can be performed each one using at least one targeting agent,

such as an agonist, such that the target region can be identified by identifying the region that is

commonly activated in all trials so that by superimposing or fusing the results of all trials the

target region may be identified. Each trial involves a different targeting agent that is common

to the target region but not to the surrounding regions. The images may be superimposed or

fused with respect to the other brain images. That is, in some embodiments, a first brain image

may be superimposed on a second brain image hi other embodiments, a second brain image

may be superimposed on a first brain image. Subsequent brain images may be superimposed or



fused with the first and/or second brain images as needed. In some embodiments, the images

are superimposed via manipulation with computer software. Examples of such software include

ImageFusion (Integra Radionics, Burlington, MA) and iPlan RT Image (BrainLAB,

Westchester, IL).

[0022] The particular targeting agent is selected according to the desired target and its

surrounding areas. Table 1 lists potential receptor targets that may be available in a respective

target brain region. Table 2 provides non-limiting examples of agonist and antagonist targeting

agents that may be used for a particular target brain region and its surrounding areas. Table 3

provides non-limiting examples of combinations of agonist and antagonist targeting agents that

may be used to identify a particular target region and its surrounding areas (i.e. "the

objective"). It will be understood by those in the art that the target region can include

structures

[0023] Table 1. Table with potential receptors



[0024] Table 2. Table with agonist and antagonist examples.



[0025] Table 3. Table listing examples of combinations of agonists and antagonists.

[0026] As can be understood with reference to Tables 1 and 2, for example, an ordinarily

skilled artisan may use WIN 55212-2 (which is commercially available from vendors such as

Perkin Elmer) as a CBl agonist, [D-Trp8]-g-MSH as an MC3R agonist, RY764 as an MC4R

agonist, PG9O1 as an MC3R antagonist, MCLO129 as an MC4R antagonist, etc. As another

example, glucose can be ingested as a targeting agent hi some embodiments, glucose may be

delivered by other methods known in the art, such as intravenously. Without being bound by

mechanism, it may be likely that the action of glucose will be indirect, e.g., the activity in the

VMH decreases when the glucose concentration in the blood is increased. Other agonists and

antagonists of the receptors in Table 1 are well-known. For example, in one embodiment used

to identify the dorsomedial portion of the VMH, Orexin-1 may be intravenously administered.

Orexin-1 can cross the blood-brain barrier and thus may serve as an agonist to OXlR. Orexin 1

may also be called Orexin A or hipocretin- 1.

[0027] After the targeting agent, e.g. the agonist(s) and/or antagonist(s) are selected, they may

be administered to the patient. The administration can be done via many routes, for example,

sub-cutaneous, intramuscular, intravenous, intracerebral ventricular, epidural, oral, or etc. The

targeting agent may be given as either a bolus or a constant infusion. The dosage and/or rate

mainly depends upon the particular targeting agent being used hi general, the given dosage

and/or rate should not result in a toxic accumulation and will provide a perceptible activation of

the target tissue.

[0028] Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) and/or Positron Emission

Tomography (PET) can be used to image and measure the activity of the desired brain region

and of the entire brain hi some embodiments, temporal activity averaging technique such as

Temporal Clustering Analysis (TCA) may also be used. TCA may be confirmed with

ultrasound stimulation. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed Tomography Scan



(CT scan) may also optionally be used to gather anatomical information. An ordinarily skilled

artisan will recognize that when PET is used the agonists and antagonists should be altered so

that they become radioactive isotopes.

[0029] An MRI antenna (also called MRI coil), such as the Dual Tune Head Coil,

manufactured by MR Instruments of Minneapolis Minnesota may also be used to increase the

quality of the MRI image.

[0030] An activity map may be generated by combining images measuring the activity (e.g.,

several fMRI and/or several PET images) and anatomical images (e.g., MRI and/or CT-Scan).

Given the introduction of targeting agents, desired target region may be more active than its

surroundings and thus identified and localized. For example, utilizing an agonist targeting

agent that activates the VMH along with utilizing an antagonist targeting agent or antagonist

targeting agents that inhibit(s) the surrounding regions (e.g., the ARC and the DMH), generates

a relatively higher activity signal arising from the VMH compared to utilizing the agonist

alone.

[0031] In some embodiments, Temporal Clustering Analysis (TCA) may be used to interpret

the data from the functional imaging techniques. For example, in traditional TCA, the images

obtained from a fMRI brain scan are composed of a set of cubes representing volumetric data

called voxels. In order to construct a time series of the images a set of voxels are obtained

periodically. TCA may be used to identify groups of voxels that reach a peak in the fMRI

signal at the same time, thus finding clusters of voxels for which their activity is correlated in

time.

[0032] Another TCA method that may be used is a modified TCA as described by Yee et al,

Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 20 (2002) 17-26. The modified TCA is based on the integrated

signal intensity of a temporal cluster at each time point as opposed to a traditional TCA which

is based only on the size of a temporal cluster at each time point) (See Yee et al. 17-26). A

temporal cluster at each time point is defined, in both TCA methods, as a group of voxels

reaching their maximum (or minimum) values at the same time. Compared with a traditional

TCA, the modified TCA may have a higher sensitivity to detect activation peaks for

determining time windows of brain responses.

[0033] After selecting a reference or the best available reference, the exact position of the

target area is coded into 3D coordinates, which are then used to implant the electrode. The

reference or best available reference can be chosen by using, for example, a stereotactic frame,



a "frameless" stereotactic device, anatomical references or other appropriate reference.

Stereotactic surgery works on the basis of three main components: 1) a stereotactic planning

system, including atlas, multimodality image matching tools, coordinates calculator, etc, 2) a

stereotactic device or apparatus and 3) a stereotactic localization and placement procedure.

Stereotactic frame guidance and techniques, such as CT imaging, MRI targeting and

microelectrode recording may be used to place chronic stimulating electrodes in the targeted

area.

[0034] Modern stereotactic planning systems are computer based. The stereotactic atlas is a

series of cross sections of anatomical structure (e.g. of the human brain), depicted in reference

to a two-coordinate frame. Thus, each brain structure can be easily assigned a range of three

coordinate numbers, which will be used for positioning the stereotactic device hi most atlases,

the three dimensions are: latero-lateral (x), dorso-ventral (y) and rostro-caudal (z).

[0035] The stereotactic apparatus uses a set of three coordinates (x, y and z) in an orthogonal

frame of reference (cartesian coordinates), or, alternatively, a polar coordinates system, also

with three coordinates: angle, depth and antero-posterior location. The mechanical device has

head-holding clamps and bars which puts the head in a fixed position in reference to the

coordinate system (the so-called zero or ori gin) hi small laboratory animals, these are usually

bone landmarks which are known to bear a constant spatial relation to soft tissue. For example,

brain atlases often use the external auditory meatus, the inferior orbital ridges, the median point

of the maxilla between the incisive teeth or the bregma (confluence of sutures of frontal and

parietal bones), as such landmarks. In humans, the reference points, as described above, are

intracerebral structures which are clearly discernible in a radiograph or tomogram.

[0036] Guide bars in the x, y and z directions (or alternatively, in the polar coordinate holder),

fitted with high precision vernier scales allow the neurosurgeon to position the point of a probe

(an electrode, a cannula, etc.) inside the brain, at the calculated coordinates for the desired

structure, through a small trephined hole in the skull.

[0037] Currently, a number of manufacturers produce stereotactic devices fitted for

neurosurgery in humans, as well as for animal experimentation. Examples of such stereotactic

devices include, Leksell Stereotactic Frame (Elekta, Atlanta, GA), CRW Stereotactic Frame

(Integra Radionics, Burlington, MA) (for human use), large and small animal Stoelting

stereotactic frame (Stoelting Co., Wood Dale, IL), large and small animal Stereotactic

Instruments (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) Example of a "frameless" stereotactic device



or a device used in a "frameless" surgery include VectorVision, made by BrainLAB of

Westchester, IL

[0038] In some embodiments the modulation of the activity of the identified and targeted brain

region is performed via implanted electrodes. In other embodiments, the modulation of the

activity of the brain region is performed via local drug delivery. In other embodiments, the

modulation of the activity is performed by a combination of implanted electrodes and local

drug delivery. In yet other embodiments the modulation of the activity of the brain region is

performed via non-invasive methods such as ultrasound, transcranial magnetic stimulation

(TMS), and/or energy beams that can change the temperature in the target tissue. Additionally,

beam directed energy, either ionizing (DeSalles et al, Acta Neurochir Suppl., 2008) or non

ionizing radiation (Tyler et al., PLOS One, 2008), may be used to modulate the brain circuitry.

[0039] When certain portions of the brain region are stimulated an immediate increase in

energy expenditure (EE) and lipolysis is expected, e.g. when stimulating the dorsomedial

portion of the VMH specifically. Therefore, in order to fine tune the location and/or

identification of the brain region, e.g., verify that the modulation is being applied to the desired

targeted brain region, at least one of the following is monitored: a) the oxygen consumption

(VO2), b) the energy expenditure (EE), c) the carbon dioxide production (VCO2), and d) the

respiratory quotient (RQ = VCO2/VO2). As used herein, "fine-tune" means verifying the

location and/or identification, and/or refine the identification of, the target region.

[0040] In some experiments, as can be understood from the Examples found below, EE, VO2,

VCO2, and RQ may be monitored using indirect calorimetry. Indirect calorimetry uses the

overall oxygen consumption and the carbon dioxide production of a subject to estimate the rate

at which the patient is expending energy, that is, indirect calorimetry is used to estimate the

overall metabolic rate of the patient. The oxidation of each macro-nutrient (i.e. fats,

carbohydrates and proteins) requires a specific amount of oxygen (O2) and produces a specific

amount of carbon-dioxide (CO2), water (H2O), and energy. The energy produced can be

computed from the specific chemical reaction depending on the particular nutrient.

[0041] Using indirect calorimetry, an increase in lipolysis is signaled by a decrease in the RQ.

When the target area is one that controls the overall metabolic rate and/or the percentage of

oxidation of the main nutrients (i.e., carbohydrates, proteins, and fats), for example the VMH,

indirect calorimetry may be used during the implantation procedure to fine tune the

identification of the target. In this case, as the electrode approaches the coordinates of the target



area, a small current is passed into the tissue through at least one electrode pole while indirect

calorimetry is performed. Since indirect calorimetry measures the energy expenditure (i.e., the

metabolic rate) as well as the respiratory quotient (RQ), the indirect calorimetry measurements

will reveal when the target is reached. After the target region is reached, the electrode is fixed

in place using standard neurosurgical techniques. The RQ changes when the oxidation-rate

ratio carbohydrates/fats changes. The energy expenditure increases and RQ decreases when the

dorsomedial portion of the VMH is stimulated with low-intensity currents. The energy

expenditure may increase if a larger current is used. In animal models, the RQ may increase

(sometimes only transiently) as the current is increased. Protocols for implementation or

performance of indirect calorimetry are known.

//. Deep Brain Stimulation

[0042] Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a surgical treatment involving the implantation of a

medical device which sends electrical impulses to specific parts of the brain. Li some

embodiments, the device is referred to as a brain pacemaker. DBS directly modulates brain

activity in a controlled manner hi various embodiments, its effects are reversible (unlike those

of lesioning techniques).

[0043] Generally, the deep brain stimulation system includes three components: an implanted

pulse generator (EPG), a lead, and an extension. The IPG is a pulse generator use to stimulate

excitable tissue such as nerve tissue. The IPG can by battery-powered or inductibly-powered

or powered by a combination of a battery and inductibly-transmitted energy. IPGs are often

encased in a biocompatible hermetic housing, such as a titanium case.

[0044] When an IPG is used to stimulate brain tissue, electrical pulses are delivered to the

brain to modulate neural activity at the target site. The IPG may be calibrated by a neurologist,

nurse or trained technician to optimize symptom suppression and control side effects. At its

proximal end, the lead is electrically connected to the IPG either directly or via the extension.

At its distal end, the lead is in contact with the target tissue via at least one electrode or contact

point hi some embodiments, the lead may be a coiled wire insulated in polyurethane with four

platinum iridium electrodes and is placed in the target area of the brain.

[0045] Various commercial IPG maybe used in various embodiments of the present

disclosure. For example, commercial embodiment known in the art can be used. In certain

embodiments, IPG that can be used include the Medtronic Soletra or Kinetra IPGs (Medtronic,

Minnesota), Libra (St. Jude, Minnesota), used conventionally for DBS. Alternatively, a DBS



developed to treat pain, such as the Restore and Restore Ultra IPGs (Medtronic, Minnesota),

Eon, Eon mini, Renew, or Genesis (St. Jude, Minnesota), or Precision Plus (Boston Scientific

Natick, MA). The EPG can be used for additional indications, including epilepsy (Responsive

Neurostimulator system, Neuropace, Mountain View, CA), vagal neural signals (Maestro,

Enteromedics St. Paul, MN ), cochlear implants (Freedom, Cochlear Limited, Lane Cove,

Australia), as well as other uses (Interstim II and Enterra, Medtronic, Minneapolis).

[0046] Examples of such DBS devices include, but are not limited to, devices designed for

control of Parkinson's Syndrome, such as the Kinetra Model 7428 Neurostimulator or the

Soletra Model 7426 Neurostimulators (Medtronic, Minnesota). The power source(s) generate

electrical signals that are transmitted to the brain via extensions. Examples of such extensions

include, for example, Model 7482 Extensions or two Model 7495 Extensions (Soletra), or

either two Model 3387 DBS Leads or two Model 3389 DBS Leads. Other devices can be used

for tremor control therapy. Examples of these devices include power sources therapy can

include one single program Soletra Model 7426 Neurostimulator or one single program Model

7424 Itrel II Neurostimulator. The power source generates electrical signals that are transmitted

to the brain via either one Model 7495 Extension or one Model 7482 Extension and either one

Model 3387 DBS Lead or one Model 3389 DBS Lead. These components comprise the

implantable portion of the Activa System for unilateral Activa Tremor Control Therapy

(Medtronic, Minnesota).

[0047] In various embodiments, an electrode may be inserted at the brain region to allow the

brain region to be identified at a later time for therapeutic treatment. For example, a lead that

contains an electrode is implanted after targeting a specific brain region. The electrode remains

at least until such a time as DBS is applied.

[0048] In various embodiments, the IPG is configured to deliver DBS at a one or more

frequencies, or within a range of frequencies. The IPG can be configured to deliver electrical

stimulation at frequencies less than, and/or greater than one or more of 50 Hz, 45 Hz, 40 Hz, 35

Hz, 30 Hz, 25 Hz, 20 Hz, 15 Hz, or 10 Hz. hi various embodiments, the IPG can be configured

to deliver electrical stimulation at frequencies greater than, and/or less than, one or more of 50

Hz, 60 Hz, 70 Hz, 80 Hz, 90 Hz, 100 Hz, 125 Hz, 150 Hz, 175 Hz, 200 Hz, 225 Hz, 250 Hz,

275 Hz, 300 Hz, 325 Hz, 350 Hz, 375 Hz, 400 Hz, 425 Hz, 450 Hz, 475 Hz, or 500 Hz. In

various embodiments, the IPG can be configured to deliver electrical stimulation at a frequency

greater than, and or less than, one of 500 Hz, 525 Hz, 550 Hz, 575 Hz, 600 Hz, 625 Hz, 650

Hz, 675 Hz, 700 Hz, 725 Hz, 750 Hz, 775 Hz, 800 Hz, 825 Hz, 850 Hz, 875 Hz, 900 Hz, 925



Hz, 950 Hz, or 975 Hz, or 1000 Hz. In various embodiments, the IPG can be configured to

deliver electrical stimulation at greater and/or less than one or more of 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 3000

Hz, 4000 Hz, 5000 Hz, 6000 Hz, 7000 Hz, 8000 Hz, 9000 Hz, or 10000 Hz. In various

embodiments, any of the above-referenced frequencies can be the upper or lower borders of an

applied frequency.

[0049] The frequencies can be used for various embodiments. For example, depending on the

particular neural system, lower frequencies tend to excite the neural elements (i.e. neural

tissues), such neurons, axons, dendrites, nerve endings, nerve bundles, while higher frequencies

tend to preferentially excite axons and in some cases inhibit neurons, and even higher

frequencies tend to inhibit all neural elements. By way of example but not limitation, low

frequency electrical stimulation may be used to produce a net excitatory effect, or alternatively

to produce a net inhibitory effect.

[0050] hi various embodiments, the IPG is configured to deliver DBS via different waveforms.

For example, square monophasic, square biphasic with or without charge balanced, sinusoidal,

ramp, triangular, exponential, and/or any combination of theses waveforms.

[0051] hi various embodiments, the EPG is configured to deliver DBS at a specific pulse width

or range of pulse widths. The IPG can be configured to deliver pulse widths in the range

greater than and/or less than one or more of 10 µs, 20 µs, 30 µs, 40 µs, 50 µs, 60 µs, 70 µs, 80

µs, 90 µs, 100 µs, 125 µs, 150 µs, 175 µs, 200 µs, 225 µs, 250 µs, 275 µs, 300 µs, 325 µs, 350

µs, 375 µs, 400 µs, 425 µs, 450 µs, 475 µs, 500 µs, 525 µs, 550 µs, 575 µs, 600 µs, 625 µs, 650

µs, 675 µs, 700 µs, 725 µs, 850 µs, 875 µs, 900 µs, 925 µs, 950 µs, 975 µs, 1000 µs, 1500 µs,

2000 µs, 2500 µs, or 3000 µs. Those of skill in the art will recognized that one or more of the

above times can be used as border of a range of pulse lengths. Pulse lengths can be defined in

terms of extremely short pulses (i.e. between 10 and 50 µs), short pulses (i.e. between 50 to

350 µs), medium width pulses (i.e. between 350 to 700 µs), long pulses (i.e. between 700 us to

1.5 ms), very long pulses (i.e. between 1.5 to 3 ms), and extremely long pulses (i.e. > 3 ms).

Without being limited to any mechanism or mode of action, in certain cases longer pulses can

excite fast and slower conducting neural elements such as smaller diameter axons as well as

neurons for a given amplitude, while shorter pulses can excite fast conducting neural elements

such as big diameter axons.

[0052] hi various embodiments, the IPG is configured to deliver DBS electrical stimulation at a

range of voltage or current amplitudes, which in various embodiments can be voltage



controlled, current controlled, or a combination of both (i.e., the IPG produces current

controlled pulses as well as voltage controlled pulses). In other embodiments, the amplitude

can be applied by a capacitive discharge. In various embodiments, the amplitude can be in a

range greater than and/or less than one or more of 5 µA, 6 µA, 7 µA, 8 µA, 9 µA, 10 µA, 20

µA, 30 µA, 40 µA, 50 µA, 60 µA, 70 µA, 80 µA, 90 µA, 100 µA, 125 µA, 150 µA, 175 µA,

200 µA, 225 µA, 250 µA, 275 µA, 300 µA, 325 µA, 350 µA, 375 µA, 400 µA, 425 µA, 450

µA, 475 µA, 500 µA, 525 µA, 550 µA, 575 µA, 600 µA, 625 µA, 650 µA, 675 µA, 700 µA,

725 µA, 850 µA, 875 µA, 900 µA, 925 µA, 950 µA, 975 µA, 1 mA, 2 niA, 3 mA, 4 mA, 5 mA,

6 mA, 7 mA, 8 mA, 9 mA, 10 mA, 20 mA, 30 mA, 40 mA or 50 mA. Those of skill in the art

will recognized that one or more of the above amplitudes can be used as border of a range of

amplitudes. Further, amplitudes can be described in terms of extremely low amplitudes (i.e. <

10 uA and its equivalent voltage depending on the electrode(s)-tissue impedance), very low

amplitudes (i.e. 10 to 100 uA and its equivalent voltage depending on the electrode(s)-tissue

impedance), low amplitudes (i.e. 100 to 500 uA and its equivalent voltage depending on the

electrode(s)-tissue impedance), medium amplitudes (i.e. 500 uA to 1 mA and its equivalent

voltage depending on the electrode(s)-tissue impedance), high amplitudes (i.e. 1 mA to 5 mA

and its equivalent voltage depending on the electrode(s)-tissue impedance), very high

amplitudes (i.e. 5 mA to 10 mA and its equivalent voltage depending on the electrode(s)-tissue

impedance), and extremely high amplitudes (i.e. > 10 mA and its equivalent voltage depending

on the electrode(s)-tissue impedance).

[0053] The actual amplitude can depend on several factors such as the distance between the

electrode(s) and the target tissue, the distribution of the target tissue, the geometry of the

electrode(s), the relative geometry and position between opposite and same polarity electrodes,

the waveform, the actual polarity of the leading pulse, and other stimulation parameters such as

frequency and pulse width hi order to reach a particular stimulation threshold (for a single

neural element or for a given percentage of a population of neural elements such that a

response is triggered), the amplitude, pulse width and frequency are not independent hi most

cases the relationship between the amplitude, pulse width and frequency can be described by

what is know in the art as strength-duration (S-D), strength-frequency (S-F), and strength-

duration-frequency (S-D-F) curves, which can follow an exponential or hyperbolic

mathematical form. The S-D-F curve is a 3 dimensional version of the better known 2

dimensional cases S-D and S-F curves.



[0054] In various embodiments, at least one of the IPG and lead of the DBS system are

surgically implanted inside the body. In some embodiments at least one burr hole, which size

can be any size known in the art which allows the placement and fixation of the at least one

lead positioning and anchoring the lead correctly . The electrode is inserted, with instrumental

feedback and/or feedback from the patient for optimal placement hi certain embodiments, the

lead is connected to the IPG by the extension. In one embodiment, the extension is an

insulated wire that runs from the head and down the side of the neck behind the ear to the IPG.

hi some embodiments it may be placed subcutaneously below the clavicle. In some

embodiments, it may be placed subcutaneously behind the abdomen, in yet other embodiments

where the IPG is cranially mounted the extension may be placed subcutaneously in the head.

[0055] DBS leads are placed in the brain according to the type of symptoms to be addressed.

For example, in non-Parkinsonian essential tremor, the lead is placed in the ventrointermedial

nucleus (VIM) of the thalamus. For the treatment of dystonia and symptoms associated with

Parkinson's disease (rigidity, bradykinesia/akinesia and tremor), the lead may be placed in

either the globus pallidus or subthalamic nucleus. Methods of identifying these regions are

also described in more detail below.

///. Overview of the energy homeostasis system

[0056] The energy-homeostasis system includes both hypothalamic and extra-hypothalamic

centers that are involved in processes regulating both the energy intake (EΠ ) and the total

energy expenditure (TEE). While E
1N

has one component, food intake (F
1N

), the TEE can be

divided into two main components: the energy expended due to movement-related activities

and the energy expended due to non-movement-related activities. This division is such that at

any given time the sum of these two components is equal to the TEE. hi various aspects, the

movement-related energy expenditure can be the mechanical energy expenditure (MEE) and

the non-mechanical energy expenditure (nMEE) as the difference between the TEE and the

MEE (Harnack et al., Journal of Neuroscience Methods). In humans the nMEE represents up

to 70% of the TEE (McClean et al, Animal and Human Calorimetry). The fact that body

weight (BW) remains relatively constant is due to the proper regulation of the nMEE.

[0057] Several mutually interacting hypothalamic nuclei may influence the MEE by inducing a

change in spontaneous locomotor activity (Castenada et al., Journal of Nutrition) and shivering

thermogenesis {Thornhill et al, Canadian Journal of Physiology and Pharmacology). These



same mutually interacting hypothalamic nuclei may also regulate both the F 1N and the nMEE

through a net of complexly-interacting nuclei described below.

[0058] As can be understood from FIG. 1, at least five hypothalamic nuclei: Arcuate Nucleus

(ARC) 5, Paraventricular (PVN) 10, Ventromedial Hypothalamic Nucleus (VMH) 15,

Dorsomedial Hypothalamic Nucleus (DMH) 20 and the Lateral Hypothalamic Area (LHA) 25,

may be involved in the regulation of the F 1N and the nMEE. Some of the afferent and efferent

connections to and from these nuclei and their molecular mechanisms are known. In addition,

at least part of the nMEE regulation may be exerted via sympathetic and parasympathetic

modulation {Berthoud, Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews). Indirect connections

between hypothalamic nuclei and the vagus nerve via the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS)

may also provide signals that influence the F 1N .

a. The Arcuate Nucleus (ARC)

[0059] As shown in FIG. 1, the ARC 5, located at the inferior medial tuberal hypothalamic

region, receives information from circulating molecules due to a leaky blood-brain-barrier in

the area (at the median eminence) {Broadwell et ah, Journal of Comparative Neurology), and

from direct neuronal inputs. The ARC 5 may act as both an integrative center and a command

center for the energy homeostasis system 2. hi particular, signaling-molecules circulating in the

blood are monitored to detect whether long-term energy (e.g. leptin), middle-term energy (e.g.

insulin) and/or short-term energy (e.g. glucose and ghrelin) is available {Berthoud,

Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews; Bagnol, Current Opinion in Drug Discovery and

Development). Generally, leptin, which is produced by adipose tissue, circulates in the blood

stream in a concentration that is proportional to the amount of total body-fat tissue. Under

abnormal circumstances, leptin concentration in the blood may be transiently uncorrelated to

the total body-fat content {Kennedy et ah, Journal of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism).

The concentration of ghrelin, a hormone produced in the epithelial cells in the stomach {Wynne,

Journal of Endocrinology), is at its lowest point after a meal, and the concentration level may

increase until the next meal {Cowley, Neuron). The ARC 5 receives neuronal inputs from

regions inside and outside the hypothalamus. Its intra-hypothalamic afferents originate mainly

at the PVN 10, the LHA 25 and the VMH 15. Most of its extra-hypothalamic afferents

originate at the NTS 30 (also known as the solitary nucleus), the amygdala, and the bed nucleus

of the striaterminalis {Berthoud, Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews; DeFalco et al,

Science).



[0060] The ARC 5 may include at least two different neuronal populations that produce

functionally antagonistic signaling molecules. One population produces pro-energy-conserving

signaling molecules (ECm) and the other population produces pro-energy-expending signaling

molecules (EEm). To regulate both F IN and nMEE, these signaling molecules influence

neuronal activity in other hypothalamic nuclei and in the ARC 5 (Williams et al, Physiology &

Behavior). The pro-energy-conserving population produces neuropeptide-Y (NPY) and agouti

gene-related peptide (AgRP), both of which possess potent energy-conserving effects (Hahn et

al., Nature Neuroscience; Broberger, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the

United States of America). The pro-energy-expending population produces

proopiomelanocortin (POMC) and cocaine-and-amphetamine regulated transcript (CART)

(Elias et al, Neuron; Kristensen, Nature). The POMC is a precursor to the a

-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (α-MSH), and both the a -MSH and CART reduce FIN and

increase nMEE. The production of NPY/AgRP may be inhibited by NPY (NPY-Y2 receptor)

(Broberger et al., Neuroendocrinology), a -MSH (ARC MC3 receptor) (Jobst et al., Trends in

Endocrinology and Metabolism), leptin (Baskin et al., Journal of Histochemistry &

Cytochemistry; Mercer et al, Journal of Neuroendocrinology), and insulin (Wang et al, Brain

Research). The production of NPY/AgRP may be promoted by orexin (ORX) which is

produced in the LHA 25 (Guan et al, Neuroreport; Horvath et al, Journal ofNeuroscience;

Peyron et al, Journal ofNeuroscience), by ghrelin (Wynne, Journal of Endocrinology), and by

circulating glucocorticoids (Williams et al, Physiology & Behavior). The production of

POMC/CART may be decreased by a -MSH (ARC MC3 receptor) (Jobst et al, Trends in

Endocrinology and Metabolism) and increased by leptin (Jobst et al, Trends in Endocrinology

and Metabolism). However, medial VMH neurons, which may be directly or indirectly

stimulated by POMC, send excitatory projections to POMC neurons in the ARC 5 (Sternson et

al, Nature Neuroscience) thereby driving the melanocortin system.

[0061] The efferent pathways of these populations project mainly into other hypothalamic

nuclei but also to extra-hypothalamic regions (Broberger et al, Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences of the United States of America; Broberger et al, Physiology &

Behavior). Efferent connections of the NPY/AgRP population project to the PVN 10, LHA 25,

DMH 20, and VMH 15 (Berthoud et al, Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews; Wynne et

al, Journal of Endocrinology; Williams et al, Physiology & Behavior). Efferent connections to

the POMC/CART population projects to the LHA 25 (e.g. into ORX producing neurons) (Elias

et al, Neuron) and DMH 20 (e.g. NPY producing neurons). The POMC/CART-ARC neurons

have direct projections to the VMH 15 (Wynne et al, Journal of Endocrinology; Guan et al,



Molecular Brain Research) and the latter has numerous melanocortin receptors to which

POMC binds (e.g. MC4r and MC3r) (Berthoud et al, Neuroscience and Biobehavioral

Reviews; Bagnol et ah, Current Opinion in Drug Discovery & Development; Wynne et al.,

Journal of Endocrinology).

[0062] In summary, the neuronal activity in the ARC 5 tends to balance the TEE and the FIN.

The ARC 5 monitors the energy status in the body and may act upon other hypothalamic nuclei

in order to compensate for an imbalance in the energy system.

b. Paraventricular Nucleus (PVN)

[0063] The PVN 10 is located in the superior periventricular chiasmatic hypothalamic region.

The PVN 10 is involved in several regulatory systems including the energy-homeostasis

system. A decrease in the F 1N and an increase in nMEE, caused by the electrical stimulation of

the PVN 10, appears to be mediated by the potentiation of GABA-ergic interneurons. Afferent

projections from the ARC 5 and from the DMH 20 that release NPY/AgRP and NPY

respectively, inhibit GABA-releasing interneurons. The POMC/CART projections increase

GABA release from the same interneurons into the PVN 10 (Cowley et al. Neuron). Other

afferent projections into the PVN 10 originate at ORX-producing neurons in the LHA 25.

These LHA-neurons may mediate their effect through the orexin receptor-2 (OX2r), which is

abundant in the PVN 10 {Bagnol et al. Current Opinion in Drug discovery & Development).

OX2r may modulate arousal in sleep-wakefulness cycles (Lin et al., Cell) but may not

modulate F IN because F IN is affected by OXR acting upon OXIr (Lecea et al, Proceedings of

the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America; Haynes et al, Peptides).

Non-endocrine efferents from the PVN 10 project to several hypothalamic nuclei, including the

ARC 5, VMH 15, DMH 20, and LHA 25 (Terhorst et al, Brain Research Bulletin).

Extrahypothalamic efferent projections from the PVN 10 terminate in the NTS 30 and in the

preganglionic neurons. The projections that terminate in the NTS 30 trigger neuronal activity

that exert an inhibitory effect in the dorsal motor nucleus (Zhang et al, American Journal of

Physiology-Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology), hi turn, the dorsal motor nucleus has an

excitatory effect on the autonomic nervous system (ANS) (Nishimura et al, Journal of

Neurophysiology) .

[0064] In summary, the PVN 10 receives inputs from and sends outputs to most hypothalamic

nuclei involved in the energy-homeostasis system 2. The PVN 10 also projects to both



sympathetic and parasympathetic neurons and thereby functioning as an integrating,

processing, and actuating center for the energy-homeostasis system 2 .

c. Ventromedial Hypothalamic Nucleus (VMH)

[0065] The VMH 15 is located in the medial tuberal hypothalamic region. The VMH 15 has

been implicated in metabolic (Ruffin et al, Brain Research) , reproductive (Nishimura et al,

Journal of Neurophysiology), affective (Kruk, Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews), and

locomotor (Narita et al., Behav. Brain Res.) behavior. The VMH 15 may be anatomically

divided into four regions that may be only slightly connected or completely unconnected.

These four regions are the anterior VMH (aVMH), ventrolateral VMH (vlVMH), central VMH

(cVMH), and dorsomedial VMH (dmVMH) (Canteras et al., Journal of Comparitive

Neurology).

[0066] Within the energy-homeostasis system, the VMH 15 has been referred to as the "satiety

center" (Schwartz et al, Nature). In addition, stimulation of the VMH may increase locomotor

activity (Narita et al., Behav. Brain Res.), non-mechanical energy expenditure (nMEE),

decrease F
1N

(Ruffin et al., Brain Research), promote lipolysis (Ruffin et al., Brain Research;

Takahashi et al. J. of the Autonomic Nervous System; Shimazu, Diabetologia), and stimulate

non-shivering thermogenesis (Thornhill et al, Brain Research). Experiments have also shown

that VMH activity may regulate glucose uptake in skeletal muscles during exercise (Vissing et

al, American Journal of Physiology) and that lesions in the VMH 15 may produce obesity and

hyperphagia (Williams et al, Physiology & Behavior). The activity in the VMH may be

influenced by both short and long-term energy availability because it contains numerous leptin

receptors (Shioda et al, Neuroscience Letters) and close to half of its neurons are stimulated by

a glucose increase (Ashford et al, Pfiugers Archiv-European Journal of Physiology;

DunnMeynell et al, Brain Research; Muroya et al, Neuroscience Letters). In particular, the

activity of the gluco-sensitive neurons in the VMH 15 is up-regulated by leptin and

down-regulated by ORX (originating in the LHA) (Shiraishi et al, Physiology & Behavior).

[0067] The VMH 15 receives afferent projections from the ARC 5 (e.g. NPY/AgRP and

POMC/CART neurons) (Wynne et al, Journal of Endocrinology), the LHA 25 (e.g. ORX and

melanin-concentrating hormone neurons) (Jobst et al, Trends in Endocrinology and

Metabolism), the DMH 20, the PVN 10, the ANH (Terhorst et al, Brain Research Bulletin),

and the NTS 30 (Fulwiler et al, Neuroscience Letters) hi addition to projecting efferent fibers

to all of the above nuclei, the VMH 15 also projects to the PHA, the zona incerta (ZI), limbic



areas, several thalamic nuclei, the amygdala, the periaqueductal gray, and to the entorhinal area

{Canteras, et ah, Journal of Comparative Neurology). Medial VMH neurons, which may be

influenced by POMC produced by ARC neurons, send excitatory projections to POMC neurons

in the ARC (Sternson et ah, Nature Neuroscience) which may help to drive the melanocortin

system.

[0068] hi summary, the VMH 15 is anatomically divided and these divisions may be

functionally different. With respect to the energy-homeostasis system, the VMH 15 integrates

information about short-term and long-term energy availability and it may have functional

connections with most of the other hypothalamic nuclei involved in the energy-homeostasis

system. Thus, VMH activity may influence F
1N

, MEE, nMEE, lipolysis, and glucose uptake in

muscles.

d. Dorsomedial Hypothalamic Nucleus (DMH)

[0069] The DMH 20 is located in the medial tuberal region just dorsal to the VMH 15. Lesions

in the DMH may cause changes in pancreatic-nerve activity (Elmquist et ah, Proceedings of the

National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America) and may induce hypophagia,

thereby leading to a lower body weight (BW) {Bernardis et ah, Proceedings of the Societyfor

Experimental Biology and Medicine) and stimulation of the DMH may result in hyperglycemia

{Elmquist et ah, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of

America). These effects may be carried out via NPY-expressing neurons in the DMH that

project to the PVN (Berthoud, Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews).

[0070] From within the hypothalamus, the DMH 20 receives afferent projections from the

VMH 15, the LHA 25, the ARC 5, and the anterior hypothalamic nucleus (AHN). From

outside the hypothalamus, the DMH 20 may receive afferent projections from the

periaqueductal gray, the hippocampal formation (e.g. ventral subiculum) and from the

prefrontal cortex {Thompson et ah, Brain Research Reviews) hi addition, the DMH 20 may

receive inputs for leptin and insulin receptors as well as from gluco-sensitive neurons

expressed in the nucleus. The DMH 20 projects mainly to other hypothalamic nuclei, in

particular to the PVN 10 but may also project to the VMH 15 and to the AHN, among others.

[0071] n summary, the DMH 20 may constitute an integrative center for intra- and extra-

hypothalamic inputs that modulate aspects of the energy-homeostasis system, and such

modulation may occur by influencing PVN 10 activity.



e. Lateral Hypothalamic Area (LHA)

[0072] The LHA 25 has extensive connections both inside and outside the hypothalamus. It

sends and receives projections to and from the cortex, the thalamus, the basal ganglia, the

mid-brain, the hippocampal formation, the NTS 30, and most hypothalamic regions (Berthoud,

Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews; Wynne et al, Journal of Endocrinology; Williams et

al, Physiology & Behavior; Jobst et al, Trends in Endocrinology and Metabolism) i

particular, information from the GI tract reaches the LHA 25 via the NTS 30 {Woods, AJP-

Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology).

[0073] The LHA may also receive information from circulation through leptin receptors

(Elmquist, Neuroendocrinology of Leptin) and numerous gluco-sensing neurons that increase

their firing rate in response to a decrease in circulating glucose (Ashford et al., Pflugers Archiv-

European Journal of Physiology) hi particular, a decrease in glucose may cause an increase in

ORX production in the LHA 25 (Hakansson et al., Journal of Neuroendocrinology; Chemelli et

al. Cell), which in turn may stimulate F
1N

acutely (Bayer et al., Neuroreport). There are two

types of ORX molecules produced in the LHA 25, Orexin-A (ORXa) and Orexin-B (ORXb)

(Peyron et al, Journal of Neuroscience; Sakurai et al, Cell) and two receptors have been

found to which ORX binds: OXlR and 0X2R. The OXlR may have a much higher affinity

(approximately 10-fold) for ORXa than for ORXb, while the other ORX receptor, 0X2R, may

have similar affinities for both ORXa and ORXb (Lund et al, Journal of Biological

Chemistry). Experimental data suggests that only ORXa is directly related to the

energy-homeostasis system. Intraventricular injections of ORXa may acutely promote feeding

(de Lecea et al., Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of

America; Haynes et al, Peptides), and blocking its effects with a specific antagonist may

reduce F^(Yamada et al, Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications). ORXb

may play an important role in the arousal part of the sleep-wakefulness cycle, as shown by

0X2R knockout-mice experiments in which the animals develop narcolepsy (Chemelli et al

Cell) hi contrast to the VMH, where OXlR is heavily expressed, the PVN contains a

substantial amount of 0X2R (Bagnol, Current Opinion in Drug Discovery & Development). In

the VMH 15, ORXa may inhibit the activity of gluco-sensitive neurons thus attenuating the

response of the VMH 15 to an increase in the circulating glucose (Shiraishi et al, Physiology

& Behavior). Experimental data suggests that both OXlR and 0X2R are expressed in the ARC

where they modulate, for example, NPY/AgRP and POMC/CART neurons (Burdakov et al,

Journal of Neuroscience; Suzuki et al, Neuroscience Letters).



[0074] In summary, the LHA 25 receives information from many systems including the GI

tract. The LHA 25 integrates information from all of these systems, and in turn, influences the

expression of ECm and EEm in the ARC 5 as well as the glucose sensitivity in the VMH 15.

IV. Obesity and the Energy Homeostasis System

[0075] The energy homeostasis system, which includes the melanocortin system and thus the

melanocortin receptors, is involved in the regulation of appetite and metabolic rate (also called

energy expenditure or total energy expenditure). Obesity is an energy imbalance in which the

average energy expenditure of an individual is lower than his or her energy intake (i.e. calories

from food intake). The energy homeostasis system in the human body tends to create an

energy equilibrium (i.e. energy in = energy out) in the body, to control body weight. However,

psychological, pathological, and social factors can force an energy imbalance, generating body-

weight fluctuations that depend on the long term ratio of food intake (FIN) and the total energy

expenditure (TEE) of the individual. The physiological control of both energy expenditure and

energy intake is highly dependent on the neuronal activity in the hypothalamus of the brain.

The hypothalamus monitors various molecules (e.g. leptin, insulin and glucose) to determine

the energy availability and to accordingly modify the energy expenditure. Experimental data

have shown that the energy expenditure can be artificially modulated by stimulating the

hypothalamus, in particular the hypothalamic area called the ventromedial hypothalamic

nucleus (VMH). Energy expenditure can be increased or decreased by depending on the

stimulating factors. Also, depending on the stimulating parameters, an increase in energy

expenditure can trigger, among other things, a fat breakdown (lipolysis) which in turn leads to

a reduction in appetite. In such a case, the body weight is reduced by the cumulative effects of

both the increase in energy expenditure and the reduction of appetite.

[0076] The methods described herein may be used to identify, for example, the dorsomedial

portion of the VMH, a brain region that includes a significant number of melanocortin

receptors. Once the brain region is identified, the target region may be modulated (inhibited or

excited) to treat obesity, such as by DBS. Example treatments for obesity are addressed in, for

example, U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0046012, to Covalin et al., which is incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.

V. Sexual Dysfunction and the Energy Homeostasis System

[0077] Brain regions involved in the energy homeostasis system, which includes the

melanocortin system and thus the melanocortin receptors, are also involved in the regulation of



sexual functions in male and female humans. For example, activation of the melanocortin

receptors by pharmacological methods has been shown to increase erectile activity and sexual

behavior in rats. The present disclosure relates to methods of identifying brain regions, such as

the VMH, where a significant number of melanocortin receptors may be located. More

specifically, the target region of interest is the ventrolateral portion of the VMH (vlVMH),

where there is a high concentration of MC4 receptors. Once the brain region is identified, the

target region may be modulated (inhibited or excited) to treat sexual dysfunction, such as by

DBS.

[0078] As used herein, sexual functions or dysfunctions may include erectile dysfunction, and

female sexual disorder. Erectile dysfunction (ED) is defined as the consistent inability of a

male to attain and maintain an erection sufficient for sexual intercourse. The condition is

correlated with increasing age, cardiovascular disease, hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidemia,

and smoking hi addition, certain prescription drugs and psychogenic issues may contribute to

ED. It is estimated that some degree of ED affects 50% of all men over the age of 40 and that

150 million men worldwide suffer from ED.

[0079] Female sexual disorder (FSD) is defined by the American Foundation for Urologic

Disease as: "the persistent or recurrent inability to attain or maintain sufficient sexual

excitement, causing personal distress. It may be expressed as a lack of subjective excitement

or a lack of genital or other somatic responses. FSD consists of four components, hypoactive

sexual desire disorder, female sexual arousal disorder (FSAD), dyspareunia or painful

intercourse and anorgasmia. To establish a diagnosis of FSD, these components must be

associated with personal distress, as determined by the affected woman.

VI. BDNF, memory, cognitivefunction and the Energy Homeostasis System

[0080] As discussed above, brain regions involved in the energy homeostasis system, which

includes the melanocortin system and thus the melanocortin receptors, are also involved in

memory and cognitive functions (via the expression of BDNF). Brain derived neurotrophic

factor (BDNF) is a protein encoded by the BDNF gene. BDNF acts on certain neurons of the

central nervous system and the peripheral nervous system, helping to support the survival of

existing neurons and encourage the growth and differentiation of new neurons and synapses.

hi the brain, it is active in the hippocampus, cortex, and basal forebrain. These areas are

important in the facilitation of learning, memory, and higher thinking. BDNF itself is also

important for long-term memory. BDNF also promotes and enhances the protection and



regeneration of neural cells, which may help to reduce cognitive decline). The methods

described herein may be used to identify, for example, the dorsomedial portion of the VMH, a

brain region that includes a significant number of melanocortin receptors. Once the brain

region is identified, the target region may be modulated (inhibited or excited) to modulate

expression of BDNF, such as by DBS. Modulating the brain's expression of BDNF is

addressed in, for example, U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0046012, to Covalin et al., which

is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

VII. Kits

[0081] The present disclosure is also directed to kits that can be used to treat obesity or sexual

dysfunction in a patient. The kits can include a device, or component thereof, for performing

DBS to a patient. In some embodiments, the kits can further include instructions for targeting a

brain region with a targeting agent. In some embodiments, the kits can further include

instructions for delivery of deep brain stimulation to a patient. The instructions can include

methods described in more detail in the above description.

[0082] In various embodiments, the kits include a device or component thereof for treating

DBS. The devices can include any commercial DBS system know. For example, one or more

of the commercial IPGs (including, but not limited to IPGs described here) may be included in

the kit. In alternative embodiments, any leads and/or electrodes may be used separately, or in

combination with the IPG to form the system. In certain embodiments, the IPG may be

designed to generate frequencies greater than or equal to 1.0 kHz, 2.0 kHz, 3.0 kHz, 4.0 kHz,

or 5.0 kHz. The instructions can include methods described in more detail in the above

description.

[0083] The kits can further include instructions for targeting or identifying a brain region. The

instructions provide directions to administer to a patient a first targeting agent that directly or

indirectly inhibits a first brain region and to image the first brain region. In some

embodiments, the instructions may include directions to administer to a patient a second

targeting agent that directly or indirectly inhibits a second brain region and to image the second

brain region. The instructions may further provide directions to fuse the first brain image and

the second brain image. The instructions can include methods described in more detail in the

above description.

[0084] The kits can further include instructions for treating obesity or sexual dysfunction, or

modulating BDNF expression hi various embodiments, the instructions provide directions for



implanting a device into a patient, treating a patient with obesity, and/or for modulating BDNF

expression. In other embodiments, the instructions provide directions for implanting a device

into a patient, and for treating a patient with sexual dysfunction. The instructions can include

any method disclosed herein for modulating the activity of a brain region by applying electrical

stimulation to one or more brain regions. The electrical stimulation can have any properties

disclosed herein, including frequency, pulse width, amplitude, duration etc. The instructions

can include methods described in more detail in the above description.

[0085] All references described herein are incorporated by reference in their entirety as if their

contents were a part of the present disclosure.

EXAMPLES

[0086] The following examples are intended to be non-limiting and illustrative of aspects of

the present disclosure.

Example 1

[0087] Modulation of the dorsomedial portion of the VMH may be used to treat obesity. The

methods disclosed herein may be used to locate the target region during pre-surgical

procedures and confirm during surgery that the electrode is in the target region or within range

to modulate the target region with a low current, thereby reducing certain side effects.

[0088] The patient is positioned in the MRI scanner and fMRI is continuously taken. The level

of activity in the hypothalamus is measured using Temporal Clustering Analysis (TCA).

[0089] The patient drinks glucose with or without water. As the glucose concentration in the

blood rises, the activity in the VMH decreases and therefore the area in the hypothalamus

corresponding to the VMH can be identified as the brain region where the activity is

decreasing. Alternatively, the patient is administered a direct agonist of, e.g., CBl receptors hi

this case the activity in the VMH increases and thus the VMH can be identified as the brain

region where the activity is increasing. Once the VMH is identified, its coordinates are

recorded using the best available reference.

[0090] After identification of the VMH, the location of the dorsomedial portion of the VMH is

functionally determined by administering, e.g., an agonist of the MC3R and/or an agonist of the

Leptin receptor and/or OXlR, and/or other as listed in Table 1, via, e.g., intravenous injection.

Using an agonist of the MC3R the activity in the dorsomedial portion of the VMH increases



and thus the particular area can be identified. Once the dorsomedial portion of the VMH is

identified, its coordinates are recorded using the best available reference. In one embodiment,

the reference is chosen using a stereotactic frame. In some embodiments, step 1, as described

in the immediately preceding paragraph, may not be necessary.

[0091] In order to modulate neuronal activity, an electrode is surgically implanted into the

dorsomedial portion of the VMH using the coordinates obtained in the steps described in the

two immediately preceding paragraphs hi another experiment, a different technique, such as a

non-invasive technique, may be used to modulate the neuronal activity. An increase in energy

expenditure (EE) is expected and depending on stimulation parameters an increase in lipolysis

can be expected, when stimulating the dorsomedial portion of the VMH. Therefore, in order to

fine tune the location and/or identification of the brain region, e.g., verify that the modulation is

being applied to the desired targeted brain region, at least one of the following is monitored: a)

the oxygen consumption (V02), b) the energy expenditure (EE), c) the carbon dioxide

production (VCO2), and d) the respiratory quotient (RQ = VCO2/VO2). hi some experiments,

EE, VO2, VCO2, and RQ is monitored using indirect calorimetry. Using indirect calorimetry,

an increase in lipolysis is signaled by a decrease in the RQ.

[0092] hi other experiments, aside from the MC3Rs, the distribution of the MC4Rs is

identified by performing the above-described steps using an appropriate MC4R agonist and the

location of the best target determined to be such that a percentage of MC3Rs and a percentage

of MC4Rs are modulated.

[0093] hi other experiments, PET and CT are used. In these experiments the appropriate

agonists are made isotopes or paired with isotopes such that they can be detected using PET.

Example 2

[0094] Modulation of the ventrolateral portion of the VMH (vlVMH) may be used to treat

sexual dysfunction disorders, such as erectile dysfunction and female sexual disorder. The

methods disclosed herein may be used to locate the target region during pre-surgical

procedures and confirm during surgery that the electrode is in the target region or within range

to modulate (i.e. excite) the target region with a low current, thereby reducing certain side

effects.

[0095] The patient is positioned in the MRI scanner and fMRI is continuously taken. The level

of activity in the hypothalamus is measured using Temporal Clustering Analysis (TCA).



[0096] The patient drinks glucose with or without water. As the glucose concentration in the

blood rises, the activity in the VMH decreases and therefore the area in the hypothalamus

corresponding to the VMH can be identified as the brain region where the activity is

decreasing. Alternatively, the patient is administered a direct agonist of, e.g., CBl receptors. In

this case the activity in the VMH increases and thus the VMH can be identified as the brain

region where the activity is increasing. Once the VMH is identified, its coordinates are

recorded using the best available reference. In some embodiments, the reference can be chosen

by using a stereotactic frame.

[0097] After identification of the VMH, the location of the ventrolateral portion of the VMH is

functionally determined by administering, e.g., an agonist or an antagonist of the MC4R, via,

e.g., intravenous injection. Using an agonist of the MC4R, the activity in the ventrolateral

portion of the VMH increases and thus the particular area can be identified. Using an

antagonist of the MC4R, the activity in the ventrolateral portion of the VMH decreases and

thus the particular area can be identified. Once the ventrolateral portion of the VMH is

identified, its coordinates are recorded using the best available reference. In one embodiment,

the reference is chosen using a stereotactic frame. In some embodiments, step 1, as described

in the immediately preceding paragraph, may not be necessary.

[0098] In order to modulate neuronal activity, an electrode is surgically implanted into the

ventrolateral portion of the VMH using the coordinates obtained in the steps described in the

two immediately preceding paragraphs. In another experiment, a different technique, such as a

non-invasive technique, may be used to modulate the neuronal activity. In order to fine tune the

location and/or identification of the brain region, e.g., verify that the modulation is being

applied to the desired targeted brain region, signs of sexual arousal may be monitored In some

experiments, at least one of the following was also monitored: a) the oxygen consumption

(V02), b) the energy expenditure (EE), c) the carbon dioxide production (VCO2), and d) the

respiratory quotient (RQ = VCO2/VO2). In some experiments, EE, VO2, VCO2, and RQ were

monitored using indirect calorimetry. Using indirect calorimetry, an increase in lipolysis is

signaled by a decrease in the RQ..

[0099] In other experiments, PET and CT are used. In these experiments the appropriate

agonists are made isotopes or paired with isotopes such that they can be detected using PET.

Example 3



[00100] Modulation of the Pe or the LHA may be used to modulate feeding behavior.

The methods disclosed herein may be used to locate the target region during pre-surgical

procedures and confirm during surgery that the electrode is in the target region or within range

to modulate the target region with a low current, thereby reducing certain side effects.

[00101] The patient is positioned in the MRI scanner and fMRI is continuously taken.

The level of activity in the hypothalamus is measured using Temporal Clustering Analysis

(TCA).

[00102] The location of the Pe and/or LHA is functionally determined by administering,

e.g., an agonist or an antagonist of the MOR via, e.g., intracerebral ventricular injection or

intravenous injection if the ligand can cross the brain blood barrier. Using an agonist of the

MOR, the activity in the Pe and/or LHA increases and thus the particular area can be identified.

Using an antagonist of the MOR, the activity in the Pe and/or LHA decreases and thus the

particular area can be identified. Once the Pe and/or LHA is identified, its coordinates are

recorded using the best available reference. In one embodiment, the reference is chosen using a

stereotactic frame.

[00103] In order to modulate neuronal activity, an electrode is surgically implanted into

the Pe and/or LHA using the coordinates obtained in the step described in the immediately

preceding paragraph hi another experiment, a different technique, such as a non-invasive

technique, may be used to modulate the neuronal activity..

[00104] i other experiments, PET and CT are used. In these experiments the

appropriate agonists are made isotopes or paired with isotopes such that they can be detected

using PET.

Example 4

[00105] Modulation of the dorsomedial portion of the VMH may be used to modulate

memory and cognitive performance. The methods disclosed herein may be used to locate the

target region during pre-surgical procedures and confirm during surgery that the electrode is in

the target region or within range to modulate the target region with a low current, thereby

reducing certain side effects. Example treatments for the modulation of memory and cognitive

performance are discussed in, for example, U.S. Patent Publication No. 2008/0046012, to

Covalin et al., which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.



[00106] The patient is positioned in the MRI scanner and fMRI is continuously taken.

The level of activity in the hypothalamus is measured using Temporal Clustering Analysis

(TCA).

[00107] The patient drinks glucose with or without water. As the glucose concentration

in the blood rises, the activity in the VMH decreases and therefore the area in the hypothalamus

corresponding to the VMH can be identified as the brain region where the activity is

decreasing. Alternatively, the patient is administered a direct agonist of, e.g., CBl receptors. In

this case the activity in the VMH increases and thus the VMH can be identified as the brain

region where the activity is increasing. Once the VMH is identified, its coordinates are

recorded using the best available reference. In some embodiments, the reference can be chosen

by using a stereotactic frame.

[00108] After identification of the VMH, the location of the dorsomedial portion of the

VMH is functionally determined by administering, e.g., an agonist of the MC3R and/or an

agonist of the Leptin receptor and/or OXlR, and/or other as listed in Table 1, via, e.g.,

intravenous injection. Using an agonist of the MC3R the activity in the dorsomedial portion of

the VMH increases and thus the particular area can be identified. Once the dorsomedial portion

of the VMH is identified, its coordinates are recorded using the best available reference. In one

embodiment, the reference is chosen using a stereotactic frame hi some embodiments, step 1,

as described in the immediately preceding paragraph, may not be necessary.

[00109] hi order to modulate neuronal activity, an electrode is surgically implanted into

the dorsomedial portion of the VMH using the coordinates obtained in the steps described in

the two immediately preceding paragraphs. In another experiment, a different technique, such

as a non-invasive technique, may be used to modulate the neuronal activity. An increase in

energy expenditure (EE) and expected, and, depending on the stimulation parameters, an

increase in lipolysis can also be expected when stimulating the dorsomedial portion of the

VMH. Therefore, in order to fine tune the location and/or identification of the brain region,

e.g., verify that the modulation is being applied to the desired targeted brain region, at least one

of the following is monitored: a) the oxygen consumption (V02), b) the energy expenditure

(EE), c) the carbon dioxide production (VCO2), and d) the respiratory quotient (RQ =

VCO2/VO2). hi some experiments, EE, VO2, VCO2, and RQ is monitored using indirect

calorimetry. Using indirect calorimetry, an increase in lipolysis is signaled by a decrease in the

RQ.



[001 10] In other experiments, aside from the MC3Rs, the distribution of the MC4Rs is

identified by performing the above-described steps using an appropriate MC4R agonist and the

location of the best target determined to be such that a percentage of MC3Rs and a percentage

of MC4Rs are modulated.

[001 11] In other experiments, PET and CT are used. In these experiments the

appropriate agonists are made isotopes or paired with isotopes such that they can be detected

using PET.

[001 12] Although the present disclosure has been described with reference to preferred

embodiments, persons skilled in the art will recognize that changes may be made in form and

detail without departing from the spirit and scope of the disclosure.



What is claimed is:

1. A method of identifying a brain region in a patient comprising:

administering to the patient an effective amount of at least one first targeting agent that

binds a target in a first brain region; and

imaging the first brain region thereby creating a first brain image;

wherein the first brain region is selected from the group consisting of the ventromedial

hypothalamic nucleus, the perifornical region, the lateral hypothalamic area, the dorsomedial

hypothalamic nucleus, the arcuate nucleus, and the paraventricular nucleus.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the first brain region comprises the ventromedial

hypothalamic nucleus.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein the first brain region is a sub-set of the ventromedial

hypothalamic nucleus.

4 . The method of claim 3, wherein the sub-set of the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus is at

least one of the dorsomedial portion and ventrolateral portion.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the first targeting agent activates or inhibits the first brain

region.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein the receptor is selected from the group consisting of a

delta-opioid receptor, a cannabinoid receptor I (CBl), a corticotropin-releasing factor receptor 2

(CRF-R2), a kappa-opioid receptor, a G-protein receptor 6 1 (GPR61) , a G-protein receptor 26

(GPR26), a glucocorticoid-induced receptor (G I R), and a Leptin receptor.

7. The method of claim 2, wherein the activity of the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus is

indirectly inhibited by administering glucose to the patient.

8. The method of claim 7 where glucose is administered orally.

9. The method of claim 2, wherein the receptor is the CBl receptor and wherein the targeting

agent is WEST 55212-2.

10. The method of claim 4, wherein the receptor is OXlR and wherein the agonist is Orexin 1.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein Orexin 1 is administered intravenously.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the imaging step is performed using at least one functional

imaging technique and at least one anatomical imaging technique.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the functional imaging technique is either functional

magnetic resonance or positron emission tomography.

14. The method of claim 13 wherein the data from the imaging is analyzed using Temporal

Cluster Analysis (CTA).



15. The method of claim 14, wherein the anatomical imaging technique is either magnetic

resonance or CT scan.

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising a step of fine-tuning the identification of the

first brain region.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the step of fine-tuning comprises monitoring at least one

of oxygen consumption, energy expenditure, carbon dioxide production or respiratory quotient.

18. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

administering to the patient an effective amount of a second targeting agent that

activates or inhibits one of a first and second brain region;

imaging the second brain region to create a second brain image; and

identifying the second brain region by fusing the first brain image and the second brain

image.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the second brain region is the ventromedial hypothalamic

nucleus.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the second brain region is a sub-set of the ventromedial

hypothalamic nucleus.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the sub-set of the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus is

at least one of the dorsomedial portion and the ventrolateral portion.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein one of the receptors for one of the imaging sessions is the

Leptin receptor and a second receptor for a second imaging session is the CBl receptor.

23. The method of claim 18, wherein the imaging step is performed using at least one

functional imaging technique and at least one anatomical imaging technique.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the functional imaging technique is either functional

magnetic resonance or positron emission tomography.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the data from the imaging is analyzed using Temporal

Cluster Analysis (TCA).

26. The method of claim 23, wherein the anatomical imaging technique is either magnetic

resonance or CT scan.

27. The method of claim 18, further comprising a step of fine-tuning the identification of the

second brain region.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the step of fine-tuning comprises monitoring at least one

of oxygen consumption, energy expenditure, carbon dioxide production or respiratory quotient.

29. A method of claim 1, comprising administering DBS to the VMH to modulate sexual

arousal in a the patient.
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